Business Fleet Tracking

Taking care
of business

What drives us?
We’d like to help you take care of business. We understand that it’s not just what
information your business has, but how it uses it that makes a real difference. We’ve
designed our products specifically to turn information about the way your business
vehicles are used, into services that help you get to where you are going, in smarter,
safer and more cost-effective ways.

Always Visible.
With near real-time tracking, you’ll have complete visibility of your fleet through various
platforms, giving you accurate updates on arrival and departure times, as well as the status
of jobs in progress.

Always on Time.
Our Job Scheduling and Dispatching feature helps you improve the service to your customers
by plotting driver routes, scheduling expected delivery times, call times on sites, arrivals
and departures.

Always Secure.
Our Theft Retrieval service consists of highly-trained recovery teams with an extensive partnership
network of vehicles and aircraft. You can also enjoy added levels of security with cargo door,
fuel cap, and passenger door sensors that alert you of any suspicious activity.
By making every drive easier, safer and more efficient, we give your business the freedom
to thrive.

Tracker, taking care of business.

Empower
Customise the most comprehensive level of vehicle
and operation information for your business.
Tracker Empower is our ultimate product offering, giving you
a fully customisable, app and web-based solution to all your
business needs. Whenever you receive an alert, so does Tracker,
meaning our team can act swiftly if they detect any problems
that need addressing. Everyone benefits from this unique offering,
from the managing director looking for business efficiency,
to your clients looking for a reliable and well-managed service.

Features and benefits
Reports
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Detail Trip Log
View the details of every trip made by a vehicle over a
specified time frame.
Detail Trip Log (Lat and Long)
View the positional details of every trip (latitude and
longitude) of a vehicle over a specified time frame.
Summary Trip Log
The Summary Trip Log report summarises the trip details
for a vehicle over a specific time frame.
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Actual Hours Worked
Report displays information regarding the productivity of a
driver over a specified time frame.
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Area Violations
Records the durations of the vehicles violations of Go and
No Go Zones.
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Battery Trend
The report graphically displays the power status of the
vehicle battery and the Standby battery over a specified
time frame.
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Daily Unauthorised Vehicle Usage
A view of the violations that take place during a specified
time frame with regard to vehicle usage.
Driver Score Card
Evaluate driver’s behaviour while using a vehicle over a
specified time frame. The report shows all infractions per
day per vehicle in a detailed layout.
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Driver Score Card Summary
Evaluate driver’s behaviour while using a vehicle over a
specified time frame. The report shows all infractions per
day per vehicle in a summary layout.
Exception Status
Be alerted if your vehicle is speeding or braking harshly.
Fleet Event Log
This report provides valuable information about the 		
efficiency of a Control Centre and display performance
information and the feedback registered per incident.
In addition it serves as a reference regarding the time and
action taken during an incident.
Harsh Brake Violations
View the excessive braking incidents on a vehicle over a
specified time frame.
Ignition On Before Specified Time
View how many times a vehicle’s ignition was switched
“ON” before the scheduled working hours start over a
specified time frame.
Incident
The Incident report displays the relationship between
harsh braking, speeding and over-revving during a specific
time frame. (Over-revving measurements will only be
relevant if Rev sensors were installed with the unit).
Vehicle Kilometres Utilised
View the actual kilometres a vehicle was utilised over a
specified time frame.

Reports cont.
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Message Log
View the messages that were sent to a vehicle over a
specified time frame.
Notification History
The report lists all notifications sent to a specific cell
phone or email address over a specified time frame for the
selected vehicle.
Notification Sent
View the notifications sent to a vehicle over a specified
time frame.
Speeding Violations
The report indicates the amount of times that the 		
vehicle(s) broke the speed limit during the defined period.
Operating Hours
The report displays information regarding the total 		
operating hours of a driver/vehicle over a specified
time frame.
Site Visit
A summary of the amount of visits and the duration of
visits by a vehicle over a specified time frame.
SMS Car Guard History
Details the SMS car guard activations made by the driver
by cellphone over a specified time frame.
Speed Buffer
A report on how well your drivers stay within speed limits
on different roads, as well as limits defined by you.
Stop
Tabulates all the stops made by a vehicle over a specified
time period, regardless of the vehicles ignition status.
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Tag Details
The tag Details report lists all the driver tags (labelled
and unlabelled) issued against a vehicle.
Unit List
The Unit List report is to summarise and display the 		
key information for all units installed per vehicle 		
registration number.
Unlabelled Tags
The Unlabelled Tags report list only the unlabelled tags
issued against a vehicle.
Vehicle Activity
Be alerted if your vehicle is towed without your 		
permission, or any other chosen exceptions.
Vehicle Status
The Vehicle Status report summarises the operational
status of the vehicles on the Empower application at a
specific time.
Daily Vehicles not Moving
The Daily Vehicle Not Moving report calculates the total
time on a daily basis that the vehicle(s) were not moving
within a selected time frame
Vehicles Not Responding 24 H
The Vehicle Not Reporting 24hours report lists all the
vehicles that did not provide feedback in the past
24 hours.
Weekly Analysis
The Weekly Analysis report provides a summary of 		
a vehicles’ statistics recorded over a period of one week.
Recordings are summarised per day as well as per week
and report.

Assist Button
Allows your drivers to quickly alert you in the case of
an emergency.

Theft Retrieval
If your vehicle is stolen or hijacked our National Emergency
Centre, with the cooperation and assistance of the SAPS, is able
to locate and secure your vehicle, and apprehend the thieves.

SMS Position Request
Using SMS Position Request (SPR), you can request and receive
the location of any of your vehicles via your cell phone.
(Standard SMS rates apply)

Unlimited Zones
Through an interactive map Tracker’s web interface you can
create, edit and monitor safe zones and no-go zones for each of
your vehicles. The moment your vehicle leaves a safe zone or
enters a no-go zone, you’ll be notified by SMS.

Vehicle Grouping
Use the Tracker web or app interface to allocate your vehicles
into different groups for monitoring and rule-setting. For
example, if you are in the medical services industry, you could
have one group dedicated to ambulances operating 24 hours,
and another group dedicated to admin vehicles operating
between 8am and 5pm.

Optional Extras
Cargo Door Sensor
Protect your goods by being alerted whenever your cargo door
is opened at a location not marked as a delivery site.
Door Sensor
Ensure your vehicles are not used to transport people other than
your employees.
Fuel Cap and Flap Sensor
Be alerted if your vehicle’s fuel cap is being tampered with,
helping you to prevent fuel theft.
Tamper Sensor
Can be fitted to any part of a vehicle where tampering needs
to be monitored. For example, placing the sensor under the
external battery of a truck.
Driver Monitoring
Track the driving behaviors of specific drivers, no matter which
vehicle in your fleet they are using. This results in safer, more
efficient driving, with less wear and tear on your vehicles.
Fuel and Rev Monitoring
Ensure your drivers are driving efficiently by monitoring fuel
consumption as well as how high they rev the engine.

Optional Extras cont.
In-Cab Camera
Keep an eye on both the road, and your drivers, by being
virtually inside each one of your vehicles. Featuring a camera
with full HD recording, our in-cab solution lets you capture all
the day’s events and triggers based on your set parameters.
Incident footage is downloaded and kept for 24 months and
can be made available to you within 12 hours upon request.
You’ll also enjoy access to Tracker’s 24/7/365 helpdesk and
operational control centre, as well as to an independent
bureau service.
Job Scheduling and Dispatching
Now you can schedule jobs straight to your driver’s PND
(Personal Navigation Device), which allows for more effective
route and job management. All details on the job can now be
accessed by the driver, and multiple drivers can receive the job
at once. Navigation optimises the most efficient route, so you
don’t keep your clients waiting.
Open Road Tolling
Open Road Tolling helps you manage your e-Toll costs by
recording every time your vehicle passes through an e-Toll
gantry. This means you can compare your ORT records with bills
from SANRAL for discrepancies or irregularities.
Trip Log Remote
Easily switch between personal and business usage of a vehicle
to accurately log business trips for tax purposes. Remotes at an
additional cost.
Vehicle Start Prevention
Remotely activate your vehicle’s start prevention feature,
meaning the vehicle can’t be started until you deactivate
it again.

